Abstract. Eddy current sensor is an sensor based on eddy current effect. In practical engineering applications, the ambient temperature of eddy current sensor may be up to 135 ℃. The temperature drift of eddy current sensor magnifies the error of displacement detection. In this paper, the main factors that cause temperature drift are analyzed in detail, and the results show that the compensation based on single parameter can not meet the demand of high-precision measurement. For this reason, this paper proposes an external compensation method which applies mathematical fitting to realize compensation for temperature drift. The experimental results show that the measurement accuracy of the external compensation method reaches 0.25% in the working temperature range, which greatly improves the measurement accuracy of eddy current sensor under high temperature.
Introduction
The eddy current sensor is a special inductance sensor that is based on the eddy current effect [1] . Eddy current sensor has many advantages, such as high sensitivity, fast dynamic response and non-contact detection, which makes the sensor widely be used in displacement measurement, speed measurement, temperature measurement, vibration measurement, thickness measurement, eddy current testing(ET) and so on. However, eddy current sensors are very susceptible to temperature changes,especially in high temperature environment. The measurement error, which can't be ignored in the high temperature area, makes the use of the eddy current sensor be limited in the high temperature environment. Analysis shows that temperature affects almost all the materials of the sensor system, so it is difficult to achieve a good effect by traditional single parameter compensation. In this paper, the influence of temperature is estimated by the method of mathematical fitting. Experiment proves that the external compensation method may achieve high precision.
Working Principle
When the metal panel is in a changing magnetic field, the induced electromotive force inside the metal panel will generate an electric current.The current is closed inside the metal panel and become an eddy current [2] . As shown in figure 1 , X is the distance between the coil and the metal conductor,the eddy current density changes as the X changes, and the intensity of the eddy current varies with the variation of the distance X.
Fig. 1. Principle of Eddy Current Effect
The change of eddy current will cause the change of coil impedance. The factors related to the coil impedance change are: resistivity  of the tested material, the distance X between the coil and the metal conductor, the permeability  of the metal conductor, and the frequency f of the coil excitation current f. To control factors
do not change, the impedance of the coil is only related to the distance X. We need to measure the distance, that is to say, if we kept    , , constant, and the impedance Z is only a function of distance X as
The eddy current displacement sensor can be made as long as the suitable probe coil and circuit parameters are selected [3] . The structure of the eddy current sensor is simple, mainly composed of the probe, the extended cable and the proximitor. The above three are combined with the tested mechanism to form a basic working system. Working principle diagram of eddy current displacement sensor as shown in Figure 2 . The high frequency oscillating current in the preamplifier flows into the coil in the probe through an extended cable and produces alternating electromagnetic fields in the coil of the probe. If there is no metal material around the magnetic field, the magnetic field energy is actual total loss; when the metal material near the magnetic field,the induced current is produced on the metal surface. At the same time, the current field also produces an alternating magnetic field that is opposite to the direction of the head coil.Due to the reaction of magnetic field, the amplitude and phase of the high frequency current of the probe coil has changed .This change is related to the permeability and the conductivity of a metal conductor, the shape and the size of the coil, the frequency of the current and the distance from the probe coil to the metal material and so on.We maintain a constant in all conditions except the distance from the probe metal material, the impedance Z of the coil and the distance X have a function relation. Through the proximitor, the change of the distance between the probe and the metal becomes a change in the output of the voltage.The eddy current sensor is based on this principle to measure the displacement of metal materials.
Compensation for Tempereature Drift
The output voltage of the eddy current sensor is affected with temperature drift.So some scholars apply temperature compensation for the eddy current sensor. A common method is to use multi-strand lines to reduce the influence of temperature on the coil impedance by reducing the AC resistance of the coil, other methods include optimizing the parameters of the sensor, so as to improve the sensor's ability of restraining temperature drift. These methods have achieved effective results, but the factors affecting the temperature drift is varied, the single parameter compensation can only meet the general requirements. If the project requires high precision, external compensation method that uses mathematical fitting will achieve comprehensive compensation for temperature drift.
In order to determine the effect of high temperature on the sensor, the displacement sensor is installed on the displacement calibration table which is in the incubator. Adjust the distance of the target with the center point of the sensor. The temperature of the incubator is set at room temperature of 20℃, and change the temperature according to 20℃interval as a measurement point. Then change the displacement between the sensor and the target, 21 displacement points are measured at each temperature, the interval between every two displacement points is 0.1mm, read the sensor output voltage of each measurement point, output voltage data of eddy current sensor as shown in table 1and table 2. From table 1 and table 2 , we can draw the curve of the eddy current sensor output voltage varying with the detection displacement at different temperatures, and draw all the temperature curves on a map for comparison, as shown in figure 3 . 
In the formula (2), U-sensor output voltage (V); X-10 times of the measured displacement (mm); T -temperature (℃);
From the above seven equations, it can be found that the relationship between the output voltage of the sensor and the measured displacement is highly linear at the same temperature. But the temperature drift of the sensor is quite obvious at different temperatures. If the displacement at high temperature is calculated by the equation at normal temperature,the error is relatively large. So we should seek a better compensation method for temperature drift error under the high temperature environment.
Through the analysis, compared with 20℃, the output characteristics of the eddy current sensor have changed considerably at 135 ℃ high temperature. Take the displacement data of 135℃into temperature of 20℃ voltage-displacement equation, the error voltage is above 1V, the accuracy of error is above 5%, the traditional method is to compensate for a single parameter or several parameters, and often can only apply to a lower temperature range (less than 100 ℃ ). The traditional method for high temperature zone (above 100 ℃ ) compensation can not achieve good results. The influence of high temperature on the temperature drift of sensors is critical. So, In this paper, a mathematical fitting method is proposed to get the relationship between all kinds of temperature and the slope and intercept, and the external compensation is done through the formula calculation.
First, fitting the function relation of voltage-displacement straight slope at different temperatures. In order to make the fitting error smaller, higher order fitting is applied,the final fitting result is shown in figure 4 below. In the formula(3), K -line slope; T -temperature (℃); It can be concluded that the influence of temperature on the slope is nonlinear, and gradually increases with the increase of temperature, and then gradually decreases with the increase of temperature.
Then fitting the relationship between the linear intercept at different temperatures and fitting results as shown in figure 5 below In the formula (4), B -straight line intercept; T -temperature (℃); It can be seen that the influence of temperature on intercept is almost linear, and the intercept gradually decreases with the increase of temperature. This is because the resistance increases with the increase of temperature, and the output of sensor decreases with the increase of resistance. By fitting the relationship between the function coefficient of the output voltage of the sensor and the temperature, the influence of temperature on the temperature drift of the sensor can be compensated.
Finally, get the relationship between the output voltage and the displacement of the sensor
In the formula (5), K -line slope; B -linear intercept; U -sensor output voltage (V); X -measurement displacement *10 (mm).
Conclusion
First, the error analysis of the external compensation of mathematical fitting is carried out in this paper. The project required precision is 0.25%, and the sensor output voltage range is -10~10V, so the output voltage error is no more than 0.05V, after compensation. When the measurement range is less than 1.2mm, the sensor can meet the precision of 0.25%, reaching the goal of the project. The error under the different temperature of each measurement point within the 1.2mm is shown in figure 6 . According the above analysis, the main factors affecting the output voltage of electric eddy current sensor temperature drift is the resistance of the test coil, and there are many factors affecting the resistance parameters. Due to its dispersion,the use of conventional compensation that only optimizes the parameters as much as possible to reduce temperature drift can not achieve full compensation. In this paper, we propose to compensate the temperature drift of the sensor by fitting the experimental data. Experiments show that the external compensation can achieve up to 0.25% accuracy, which is obviously better than the general compensation method for the similar sensor (2.34%) [6] .
